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[Marks: 02 cachfSeetion A

Ql. a) What are stoichiometric coefficients?
b) f)raw vaive timing diagrem for fo.:r stroke Ci engine? What it depicrs?,
c) S/hat is a quasi static process?

d) What is meant by heat balance sheet for boiler?
e) What is the effect of condenser pressure on Rankine cycle?
0 What is effect of blade friction on flow of steam?
g) What is meant by Labyrinth packing?
h) What is meant by term degree of reaction?
i) What is Dalton's law of partial pressure?
j) What is condenser efliciency?

Section ts [Marla: 05 each]

Q2. Explain the working of two types of high pressrue boilers.
Q3. Find the relation for malrimum discharge frorn chimney.
a4" Find the relation for critical pressure, temperature for a nozele.
Q5. Explain different methods of attachment of blades to the turbine rotor.
Q6. What is meant by ten:n delayperiod? How doe.; it effect thc knocking teneiency of CI engine?

Section C [Marks: 10 each]

Q7. Dry saturated steam at 3bar pressure is admitted to one stage of a 50o/o reaction turbine having
identical blading. The mean blade height is 4cn1 the exit angts of moving blade 2A0C and the
velocity of stearn is l00m/s. At the mean radius, the axial flow velocig equals three-f,ogrttr of
blade speed. For a steam flow rate of 10,000 kgftu., calculate:
a) The rotor spe€d in rpm.
b) The power output of skge.
c) The diagram efficiency"
d) Tho percentage increase in the relative velocity in the moving blades.
e) The anthalpy drop of stem in this stage.

Q8. Saturated vapou enters the turbir"e at 180 bar and saturated liquid exits the conde,nser at 0.05 bar.
The net powcr ouput of the cycle rs 150 MW. Determine (i) thermal efficieircy (ii) rnass flow rate
of steam in kg/hr (iii) the heat transfer rate in to working fluid as it passes through the boiler (iv)
ihe mass flow rate of the condenser coolirg water if cooling water entetrs the condqrser at l-s0c
and leaves at 350C (v) specifrc stearn consumption and (vi) combined heat rate.

Q9. Write short note on the following:

a) Boiler performance, boiler horse power and equivalent evaporation.
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